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By SARAH JONES

A reflection of the growing digital savvy of luxury clientele, new research from Digital Luxury Group finds that
watchmakers' Web sites saw record high traffic this past year.

According to the agency's 2017 WorldWatchReport, visits to watchmakers' online flagships grew 12 percent in 2016,
surpassing all numbers seen in the previous decade of the study. Drawing traffic is only part of the battle, as brands
must optimize their online presences to make the most of visits.

"Luxury consumers are more digitally connected than ever before, which explains the continuous Web traffic
increase observed in the past years," said Yoann Chapel, WorldWatchReport project lead at Digital Luxury Group,
Geneva.

"The increasing volumes of advertising traffic now generating one out of five Web site visits further supports this
trend," he said. "And to make the most out of these visits, on-site user experience (UX) is the next key topic.

"A new generation of UX monitoring tools for Web sites now allows digital teams to better anticipate visitors
expectations, understand how the Web site content is consumed and drive conversion."

Digital Luxury Group's WorldWatchReport is a digital benchmark of 62 brands. Brands that are tracked can opt-in to
sharing anonymous Google analytics in exchange for access to a tailored dashboard.

Visitor variations
In December, traffic to watch Web sites was up 50 percent from the same month of the 2015.

Chinese consumers in particular are flocking to watchmakers' Web sites, with their traffic growing 39 percent year-
on-year. Digital Luxury Group projects that China will surpass the United States in site visits this year.

Part of what is driving traffic is display advertising, which led to one in five site visits this past year. This is up from
15 percent in 2015.
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However, while traffic from paid sources is increasing, not all site visits are equal.

Those who navigate from organic sources are more apt than those who come to a site from an advertisement to
seek out touchpoints that point to an intent to buy. Eleven percent of organic visitors engage with store locators,
compared to only 5 percent of display ad clickers.

Social media also sends more shoppers who appear interested in making a purchase, with 13 percent of these
shoppers searching for a store. Watchmakers are investing more in social media, and traffic from social channels
increased 76 percent in 2016, but only 6 percent of total visits come from social media.

While they have traditionally been slower than peers in other categories to embrace new social channels, a number
of watchmakers have taken advantage of newer platforms and features on existing networks.

Roger Dubuis WeChat campaign

For instance, WorldWatchReport brand Jaeger-LeCoultre brought its counter service to consumers via a Facebook
chatbot that acts as a surrogate store associate (see story).
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One area that the report argues watchmakers could be focusing more heavily on is email, which accounts for only
0.4 percent of traffic. This segment of visitors may be small, but they represent high-quality traffic, as consumers
who click-through messages from the brand are most apt to show interest in visiting a store.

Along with driving interested buyers to their online flagships, data can be used to better target consumers on other
digital channels.

L2 also pointed to the untapped potential of email marketing for jewelers in a recent report. Three quarters of online
shoppers and 25 percent of in-store clients subscribe to newsletters, but jewelers are only reaching them with 0.7
emails per week (see story).
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"To drive impact, brands have to consider both organic and advertising channels," Mr. Chapel said. "Establishing a
strong organic presence through search engine optimization remains a fundamental to capture a quality audience
already engaged with the brand and looking for it.

"But awareness generation is another key topic that will be largely supported by paid and earned channels," he said.
"Digital ads remain a worthwhile buy but beyond volume, watchmaker must now focus on driving quality advertising
traffic to their Web site by carefully selecting the right paid channels and targets."

Directing traffic
In an effort to drive more traffic, watchmakers have opened up to new forms of media buys.

Luxury watch and jewelry brands have begun to embrace various SEO/SEM strategies on the category level, having
been virtually invisible on Google search results in the past.

L2's "Watches & Jewelry 2016: Search Insights" report provides an overview of the sector's luxury and premium
players, uncovering how search strategy has evolved over time. Although watch and jewelry houses in the luxury
space are taking different approaches to search, the majority are depending on organic and paid search leads using
branded terms to drive Web site traffic (see story).

"There are two opportunities watchmakers need to address right now to win the ROI battle and keep up with the
consumer changes," Mr. Chapel said.

"Choose the right channel mix," he said. "Consumer online behavior is shifting. Having the right balance between
paid, owned and earned channels and carefully selecting quality traffic sources will help attract the right audience
on drive engagement with the Web site.

"Two, optimize the Web site. Guaranteeing an optimal user experience on the Web site will not only support visitor's
engagement, it will also have a significant impact on the level of conversion and in-fine on the digital ROI for all
traffic channels."
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